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Recon Africa RECO (TSX -V $C 8.30)
History shows that the first few wells in a new exploration play
establish the multi-billion-barrel fields very quickly
North Slope - 3 wells = 9 billion barrels D & M reserve report
Similar examples in dozens of other giants
RECO can de-risk its 6-2 discovery with 3 more wells this year,
will be drilling 6 more tests in all within less than a year
Every 1 billion barrels recoverable at a PV 10% of $C10 per
barrel, which is very conservative, adds $C 10 billion to RECO’s
Enterprise Value or 9 X the current market capitalization or by
$C 72 per share

Extraordinary Ticking off of all the boxes
On August 19, 2020 we wrote our Comment RECO Will it be a Barn Burner?
laying out the timeline to year end 2020 and to mid 2021 and opining that the
highly ambitious milestones would create barnburner results for
shareholders:
1.

Closing a twice upsized unit 70 cent per unit equity financing from $6
million to $23 million
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2.

Detaching and listing 5-year long year full warrants with a $3.00
forced exercise price at $3.00 that could add $33 million in new equity

3.

Successful transport of state-of-the-art Crown 750 1000 hp rig to
Namibia

4.

Commence drilling of 2 of the 3 wells

5.

On January 11, 2021, the first well numbered 6-2 was spudded

6.

On March 25, 2021, warrants exercised created an additional $33
million in new equity

7.

On April 15, 2021, the Ministry of Mines of Namibia and RECO
announced that well 6-2 “provides clear evidence of a working
conventional petroleum system in the Kavango Basin”

8.

On May 5, 2021, the second well number 6-1 spudded

9.

On May 6, 2021 RECO announces a bot deal for $36 million equity via
unit priced at $9.50 with a 1/2 warrant – One full wt. is exercisable at
$14.00, forced if stock trades at @ $20 for 15 days, for funding the
4th 5th and 6th wells through to June 2022.

And the company achieved all this safely during the worst Global pandemic in 100 years
Given there is a Hydrocarbon Structure at the First Well 6-2,
What is Next? More data from each well de-risks the play incrementally
We expect 6-1 to be completed in late June 2021, then the rig will to a third
location. By that time, 150 cores currently being assessed by Core Labs and
GeoMark and Netherland Sewell assessing the logs, creates a data base that
greatly reduces risk for choosing the locations of the next wells. New
seismic data will also greatly de-risk the play.
The same incremental growth in data will occur over and over in order to
establish the locations of the 3rd 4th 5th and 6th wells, the costs of drilling
are being financed by $33 million of the financing that closes on May 26,
2021.

Experience from this analyst as quiet period before new exploration news
is awaited
Back in his salad days, this analyst attended and passed the Oil Loan
Course™ that DeGolyer & McNaughton provided to a dozen securities
analysts, investment bankers, so that those of us who were not geologists
would have a better understanding of the buzz words in a reservoir
engineering report. It was May 1973, a few months before the Yom Kippur
War and in the middle of the UK and Norwegian North Sea oil boom and in
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Canada, the Mackenzie Delta, the Arctic Islands and not long before the
Beaufort Sea in 1976 and Hibernia in 1978.
Several takeaways are useful for RECO investors as investors wait for what
the results of 6 wells will bring. Some of these takeaways may astonish you.

The myth that discovering oil on the first well in a new play is almost
unheard of
In fact, during the modern era of the great oil discoveries, a geological
success on the first well or a geological failure, was rarely reversed. First
wells with successes like 6-2 mean progressively less risk for next 4 wells
because of an exponential increase in new data.
DeGolyer and MacNaughton was famous for its 3 well analysis of North
Slope/Prudhoe bay with its 2-page report certifying that 9 billion barrels
were recoverable. After several more wells were drilled and the data was
processed, the updated D & M report update said 9 billion barrels
recoverable. Since 1976 the North Slope has produced 13 billion barrels of
oil.
It was a similar picture in the case during the 1970s with first wells’ data
for Ekofisk, Forties, Piper, Ninian and Thistle fields in the North Sea – 2 or 3
wells for each structure, gave enough proof to the reservoir engineers to
certify proven recoverable reserves. Dome Petroleum’s first two offshore
Beaufort Sea wells each tested over 10,000 per day in 1976.
And this was from technology from over 45 years ago.
And in the case of a first well that is dry or uncommercial in the expected
new basin, history shows the 2nd 3rd and 4th wells are worse. The South China
Sea in 1984 was supposed to be BP/Petrocan /Ranger’s next Middle East,
there was oil, but sadly no seal, the oil had migrated.

CONCLUSION

The discovery of a series of potentially giant oil discoveries for RECO in
Namibia and Botswana is commencing.
The upside is so enormous and the results to date are so extraordinary
that the risk to an active oil and gas portfolio manager is how much of an
overweighting is appropriate.

G. DeWolf Shaw CFA
May 21, 2021
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